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The are behind protective fencing is a
Construction Exclusion Zone and there will
be no access for materials or contractors
during the construction phase

The retained trees will be
protected from potential harm
during the construction phase

through the use of fencing
which will form a Construction

Exclusion Zone

A compound will be formed on a
scaffold frame for the storage of all
building materials.  This will be
formed from a single thickness of
scaffold boards placed on top of a
scaffold frame  so as to form a
suspended platform laid onto a
geotextile membrane.

The sides and back of the
compound will be formed from
protective fencing to protect the
retained trees.

Temporary ground protection is required
for site access.  This will be a  proprietary
inter-linked ground protection boards
placed on top of a compression-resistant
layer (e.g. 150 mm depth of woodchip), laid
onto a geotextile membrane.

T8 (Pine) is subject to a
TPO and therefore
measures are required
to protect the tree during
construction, but the
route past the tree is the
only access to the
garden. Ground
protection will limit the
potential for compaction
and fencing will provide
protection to the stem.

The hedge to the east of the new extension will
be protected through development through the
use of barriers and temporary ground protection.
There is a 1.5m separation between the hedge
and the building for working space.
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